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Highlights: 

 Primary sequence alignment is the most common method to identify viral sequences 

 Alignment methods are limited by low identity query sequences  

 Low diversity in viral databases limit alignment based methods 

 Experimental methods can specifically enrich viral sequences in sequencing datasets 

 Computational methods use virus specific attributes to identify viral sequences 

 

Abstract: The accurate classification of viral dark matter –metagenomic sequences that originate 

from viruses but do not align to any reference virus sequences– is one of the major obstacles in 

comprehensively defining the virome. Depending on the sample, viral dark matter can make up 

from anywhere between 40-90% of sequences. This review focuses on the specific nature of 

dark matter as it relates to viral sequences. We identify three factors that contribute to the 

existence of viral dark matter: the divergence and length of virus sequences, the limitations of 

alignment based classification, and limited representation of viruses in reference sequence 

databases. We then discuss current methods that have been developed to at least partially 

circumvent these limitations and thereby reduce the extent of viral dark matter. 

Abbreviations1 

                                                            
1Abbreviations: 

Contiguous sequence – contig 

Double stranded RNA – dsRNA 

Internal transcribed spacer – ITS 

Naïve Bayes Classifier – NBC 
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